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The webinar is aimed at cities and municipalities, counties, regions, marine and maritime authorities, maritime 

and coastal economic operators, academia and civil society organisations.

As an integrated process, Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) aims to cope with the increasing demand for marine 

space and resources from traditional (e.g., maritime transport, tourism, fisheries) and emerging sectors (e.g., 

sustainable aquaculture, offshore renewable energy, blue bio-economy), while preserving marine ecosystems 

and their services. MSP implies the reduction and mitigation of impacts on the environment, resolution of 

conflicts and exploitation of synergies among different sectors. Being a long-term and far-reaching process, MSP 

should take climate change into consideration in several ways – by assessing direct and indirect impacts of 

climate change on the environment and the maritime sectors, providing space for offshore renewable energy 

production, advancing other mitigation measures (including “blue carbon” initiatives), supporting climate-proofing 

of maritime sectors and the implementation of coastal and marine adaptation measures.

More information [2].

Register [3].

 

 

Fechas: 
09/02/2023

Lugar: 
On line (The webinar will be held via the ZOOM platform) 9 February 2023 at 11 am CET 

Organización: 
Euro-Mediterranean Centre on Climate Change (CMCC, Italy)

Categoría: 
Conferencias, seminarios, jornadas y congresos.
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What is climate change?

What is the adaptation to CC?
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What I can do?

Participate in AdapteCCa

Subjects and territories

Videos

Image bank

Infographics

Divulgative resources search engine

Interactive climate change adaptation dossier

Experiences of adaptation (multimedia resources)

Virtual classroom

Divulgation

Viewer of Climate Change Scenarios

Case Studies

Documentary search engine

Other

Tools

Participate in AdapteCCa
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